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Yun Chujiu said innocently, “Yeah, it’s really strange! Luckily I ran fast, or I would’ve died!” 

 

Manager Gao frowned and took out a few porcelain bottles from his storage bag. Then, he turned 

around and said to the workers, “The inside of the porcelain bottles is an insect repellent powder. Crack 

the window ajar and sprinkle the powder out.” 

 

The workers carefully threw the insect repellent powder out. The spirit bees reluctantly retreated a 

distance, but they were still unwilling to leave. 

 

Just when everyone was puzzled, a disciple exclaimed, “Look! Heavens! Could it be that the demon 

beasts are also rebelling?” 

 

Everyone looked in the direction that the disciple pointed at and gasped. They saw some low-level 

demon beasts, such as the wind-blade rabbit, red-feathered chicken, and gale deer, which originally 

lived in the back of the mountain, rushing toward the alchemy room. 

 

Seeing that the situation was a getting serious, Manager Gao quickly activated the protective array of 

the pill refining room and ran to get Elder Qi. 

 

Manager Gao did not walk far before he met Elder Qi. 

 

Elder Qi’s face was gloomy. “Why did you activate the protective array? What happened?” 

 

“Elder Qi, the situation is very strange. First, a large group of spirit bees attacked Yun Chujiu for no 

reason, and now a large group of demon beasts are rushing toward our pill refining room!” 

 

“Could it be that a disciple has refined beast-guiding powder?” Elder Qi frowned. 



 

“I’ve never heard of anyone refining beast-guiding powder. Moreover, the back mountain is still quite a 

distance away from here. Even beast-guiding powder doesn’t have such great power!” Manager Gao 

said in puzzlement. 

 

“Could it be that a beast tide is going to erupt?” Elder Qi’s expression was solemn. If a beast tide really 

erupted ahead of time, it would be a major matter that concerned all the living beings in the world! 

 

When Elder Qi arrived at the forefront of things, he discovered that those low-level demonic beasts 

were like moths fluttering to the flame, desperately striking the array formation. Even if they were 

injured, they would not stop. 

 

Elder Qi was very puzzled. Something was not right. Even if it was a beast tide, these demonic beasts 

would not be so crazy. What exactly was going on? 

 

What everyone did not know was that at the same time, in the Spirit Beast Garden on the Western Peak, 

all the demonic beasts began to become restless, constantly striking the array formation. If the array 

formation was not firm, those demonic beasts would definitely charge out. 

 

The beasts at the other five peaks and the spirit bees in the herb garden were also rapidly heading 

toward the pill refining room. 

 

The disciples of the Sprit Radiance Sect were all dumbstruck! ‘What was going on? Weren’t these low-

level demon beasts very timid? Why did they all run out from the back of the mountain?’ 

 

After receiving the report, Master Xuanyuan and the other peak masters quickly arrived outside the pill 

refining room at Middle Peak. 

 

The spiritual bees and demonic beasts were afraid of their high level of spiritual power, so they did not 

attack them. Instead, they kept attacking the protective array of the pill refining room. 



 

After forcing back a portion of the demonic beasts, Master Xuanyuan and the other peak masters 

entered the pill refining room and began to ask Elder Qi about the situation. 

 

Seeing that the situation was getting worse, Yun Chujiu felt a little uneasy. Seeing that no one was 

paying attention to her, she sneaked to a corner and began to look inside her Dantian. 

 

When Yun Chujiu saw the situation inside her Dantian, she was so angry that she wanted to bang her 

head against the wall! 

 

She saw that the leaves of the weird grass were like a human’s finger, continuously pulling and pulling. It 

was very likely that those demonic beasts were attracted by it! 

 

The grass noticed Yun chujiu’s spiritual sense and shook it proudly, showing off a little! 

 

“You better stop right now! Otherwise, don’t even think about eating pills in the future!” Yun chujiu was 

anxious and directly said with her spiritual sense. 

 

She thought that the weird grass did not understand, but she did not expect that the weird would really 

stop moving! 

 


